How Can I Be So Mean to Myself?
Digital Self-Harm and the Ethics of Social Media

“Julie” is an outgoing 16-year-old girl in high school. She is an extrovert, but also enjoys a night in. Julie is nice and friends with everyone she interacts with. She is comfortable and outgoing in social settings. Julie is very active online. She has multiple social media accounts, including Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook, Tumblr, and Ask.fm. She posts different content on each site and stays active with daily posts. She has hundreds of “friends” on each site and interacts with a lot of her followers daily. From an outside perspective, Julie is very popular. Despite being liked by so many, each day she receives hateful messages on her Tumblr and Ask.fm profiles from anonymous posters. Julie’s friends have confronted her about the posts, asking how anyone could hate someone as nice as her. They all read the mean public comments and read Julie’s replies; additionally, they typically sent loving messages to Julie to let her know that people do love her. Julie’s parents are unaware of the online bullying and Julie’s friends do not attempt to tell them.

Julie commits suicide three months later. Her parents contact the police, believing she committed suicide due to online bullying. The police analyze social media accounts in their investigation and discover that over 90% of the hurtful messages she received came from the same IP address as her own computer. Although there was a small chance her bully was using technical means to mimic her IP address, the authorities believe Julie was committing digital self-harm, defined by cyberbullying.org as when an individual creates an anonymous account and uses it to publicly send hurtful messages or threats to one’s self.

While “Julie” is a fictional character, this story mirrors many of the details in the tragic case of Hannah Smith. This is not an isolated or unique incident. Multiple studies on digital self-harm have been conducted to show the reasoning behind this new type of online action as well as how to help someone committing this act. A study conducted by Sameer Hinduja and Justin W. Patchin found that “nearly 6 percent of the teens reported that they had anonymously posted something mean about themselves online. Among these, about half (51.3 percent) said they did it just once, about one-third (35.5 percent) said they did it a few times, while 13.2 percent said they had done it many times” (“Study First to,” 2017). Some teens digitally self-harm for attention, the comments they receive in response, or because they are dealing with depressive thoughts. While the numbers are alarming, danah boyd discusses the many reasons why a teen may commit digital self-harm: “it is a cry for help, they want to look cool or they are seeking compliments.”
Some people feel digital self-harm is less likely to cause physical self-harm, but in Julie’s case, this was untrue. Julie left herself these comments because she was depressed and felt that this is how others feel about her. She also knew her friends would write her nice responses and they made her feel better about herself momentarily. But knowing the psychological reasons why teens would digitally self-harm is only half of the challenge. Online posting gives young adults access to a powerful channel of expression and image management, but how far should companies and parents go in making sure this channel does not turn to digital self-harm?

**Discussion Questions:**

1. What are the ethical problems with digital self-harm? What values do you draw upon in rendering your judgment?
2. Would your evaluation of digital self-harm change if you were certain it would not escalate to physical harm? Why or why not?
3. What can parents or social media platforms do about this phenomena? What ethical issues might these solutions raise?
4. What balance would you strike among privacy, expression, and safety in addressing the problem of digital self-harm?
5. Would digital self-harm done by an adult change the ethical issues at play?

**Further Information:**
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